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MINISTER’S MESSAGE

cused because we
have a history with the
impact of
these utterances and
acts. In personal conversation
with some members of the
congregation and the wider
community, they are surprised
to hear of the racist incidents I
experience in this city and
while travelling to other places
in Canada.

Naming and Responding
to Racism
(Black History Month)
Sometime over the weekend of
January 9/10 someone – or
some people – committed a
vile and hateful act against
Parkdale United Church. Racist
graffiti, including what the Police describe as a potential
veiled threat of violence, was
spray painted on one of the
side doors and outside walls of
the Church building.
The Police are taking it very
seriously and are investigating
it as a hate crime. I personally,
and the congregation have received dozens of letters, emails
and calls of outrage, support,
solidarity and offers of prayer.
These have all be ‘God-gifts’.
A number of people have expressed to me and to others,
that they cannot believe that in
2016 people are still engaging
in racist acts and intimidation.
Others have tried to downplay
the incident as most probably
kids being pranksters. I assure
you the Police are not taking it
that way and neither am I. For
racialized people, these kinds
of epithets and actions are not
so easily dismissed and ex-

As many of you know I am a
racial justice trainer, and in
these kind of educational initiatives we lay stress on the difference between prejudice and
racism, and between intention
and impact. Prejudice literally
means “pre-judgement”. It is
colloquially used in negative
terms, but it is technically a
‘neutral term’. In other words,
one could prejudge something
or someone in a positive way
at first sight without knowing
anything about it or about
them. “Wow, look how nicely
he is dressed, he must be nice
rich guy!” Also, someone may
say when using a racial slur of
joke that they did not intend to
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faithful task.

hurt anyone. Well the intention is of less consequence
than the impact it has on others.
Racism is the combination of
‘negative race prejudice’ and
the advantage of power. In
other words, the advantage of
power – political, social, religious, systemic – enables the
negative prejudice to extend
beyond a personal opinion/
attitude into an enforced, systematized exclusion. It could
be relative to employment,
immigration, housing, educational opportunities etc. Racism then, is a system of
thought, practices, and structures of authority and power,
that gives privilege to one
group and oppresses those the
privileged group decides to
exclude based on ‘race’.

I am so very proud of the people of Parkdale United and our
supporters who came out to
this year’s Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr commemorative gospel
service, and in the face of the
racist graffiti, bore witness to
the God of love, reconciliation,
unity, justice, hope, joy and
forgiveness. The strident, soulful and joy-filled sounds of the
Imani Gospel Singers summoned inspiration and praise.
We prayed for the perpetrators
that they would be transformed. We will continue to
bear witness the way of Christ,
and by the power of God’s
Spirit, we will not be silenced
in our witness.
In 2011, the United Nations
called for an International Year
for People of African Descent.
That is a commitment to
strengthening national actions and regional and international cooperation for the
benefit of people of African
descent in relation to their full
enjoyment of economic, cultural, social, civil and political
rights, their participation
and integration in all political, economic, social and cultural aspects of society, and the

In addition to laws and policies that seek to combat racism, there also needs to be a
dismantling and rejection of
the very structures, curriculum, unearned privilege,
skewed history, stories, jokes,
practices and myths that authorize and reinforce – blatantly and subtly – systematized
exclusion. As followers of Jesus, we have a clear mandate
to undertake this difficult but
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promotion of a greater
knowledge of and respect for
their diverse heritage and
culture.

nized.

Black History Month (BHM)
was enacted by the Canadian
Parliament in Dec 1995. Like
Asian Heritage Month in May,
and other observances of various cultural and ethnic communities in Canada, BHM attempts to provide all Canadians with an opportunity to reflect upon the reality of Canada’s diverse people– in this
case those of African heritage
– and celebrate their past and
present contributions to the
well-being and growth of Canada.

For this month I would like to
resubmit a brief Biblical perspective on the heritage of
those of African descent. (I
originally wrote this a few
years ago) We often speak
about God’s good creation and
about God loving everyone.
This is a good thing. However,
it can too often obscure the
need to pay close attention to
the biblical witness regarding
examples of who specifically
constitutes this “everyone”.
Genesis 10 and 11 contain
what is called the Table of Nations and observes the rich diversity of peoples in ancient
times.

As Christians, it is crucial that
we recognize that, though
complex and in need of interpretation and contextually derived meaning, with the help
of God’s Spirit, the Bible testifies to God’s treasuring of diversity in the human family.
There are even some specific
references to people of African descent that often goes
unnoticed and/or unrecog-

Specifically pertaining to
Black peoples in the Bible, the
First Testament (Old Testament) is filled with prominent
references to Egypt, Ethiopia
and Cush; the latter two sometimes being used interchangeably. Unfortunately, what has
not been generally understood
within most of the world wide
Christian community, including our own United Church, is
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broad nose, woolly hair and
they are burnt of skin.” (D.
Yosef E. A. Ben-Jochannan,
Black Man of the Nile and His
Family. Baltimore: Black Classic Press, 1989, p.128)

that all of these territories
were populated primarily by
Black peoples.
Ethiopian means “black or
burnt face” in Greek. Cush is
the Hebrew word for black.
The Egyptians were descendants of the Ethiopians and
were black. Diordorus of Sicily, an ancient historian, summarizing Ethiopian records
writes:
They say also that the
Egyptians are colonists sent
out by the Ethiopians, Osiris
having been the leader
of the colony....And the larger
part of the customs of
the Egyptians are, they
hold, Ethiopian, the colonists
[Egyptians] still preserving
their ancient
[Ethiopian] manners.
(Diodorus of Sicily, The Library of History Books, ii.35iv.58, trans. C.H. Oldfather.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, first published 1935, reprinted 1994,
pp. 93, 95.)

In antiquity, before negative
race prejudice, Black peoples
from Cush, Ethiopia, Egypt
and elsewhere were describe in
matter of fact ways by territory
and features. Egypt was a
mighty and feared world power
with Menes, the originator of
its dynastic legacy (around
3,200 BCE) coming from Ethiopia. So many of the extraordinary firsts we have read about
in history books such as: the
first written records, the first
significant architecture, the
first use of beds, table and
chairs, the first copper mines,
the first systematic removal of
metals from the earth, as well
as the indescribable wonder of
the pyramids, were accomplished by Black peoples.

In scripture we read of the
great leader Nimrod the son of
Cush. As well, we hear the appropriate pride of identity in
the voice and cadence of the
Shulamite woman in the Song
of Songs who says: “I am
black and beautiful”. Isaiah

Greek historian Herodotus,
widely considered as the first
great historian, wrote in The
Histories (around 457-450
BCE) that: “Ethiopians and
Egyptians have thick lips,
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referred to the people of Cush
as a mighty and powerful nation, with a “people tall and
smooth-skinned” (18:2).
Amos, with inimical prophetic
rhetoric states that Ethiopia,
like Israel and other nations
receive favour from God: “Are
not you Israelites the same to
me as the Ethiopians?” declares the Lord (9:7)

enduring commitment to the
diverse nations and peoples of
the world. Abraham and Sarah
are chosen and blessed in order
to be a blessing to the nations
of the world. In addition to the
Israelites, a multi-ethnic
“mixed multitude” of captured
people went forth from Egypt
at the time of the Exodus
(12:38). Jesus commissions his
disciples to go to the nations of
the world with the good news
of the gospel.

Would it surprise you to learn
that a prophetic book of the
Bible was most probably written by a Black person? “The
word of the Lord that came to
Zephaniah son of Cushi...
(1:1)” (in other words, a Cushite – black person). Later on in
the book of Zephaniah, the
prophet declares on behalf of
God, “From beyond the rivers
of Ethiopia (or Cush) my worshipers, my scattered people,
will bring me offerings” (3:10). There are many
other references to the presence, leadership and contributions of Black peoples in the
Bible.

Even early on in the Church’s
infancy, Luke chronicles in the
book of Acts how the Spirit of
God animated a broadening of
the vision of who is in receipt
of God’s favour. Luke illustrates God’s commitment to
have the mighty acts of God
demonstrated and communicated to diverse peoples in their
own language and idiom. At
Pentecost (Acts 2), the Spirit of
God gave the apostles the ability to communicate to those of
foreign languages and enabled
those who spoke these languages to understand.

The First and Second Testaments bear witness to God’s

Further, in Antioch, the head-
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holding palm branches in their
hands. 10 And they cried out in
a loud voice:
“Salvation belongs to our God,
who sits on the throne,
and to the Lamb. (NIV)

quarters of the mission to the
Gentiles, members of the diverse community of followers
of Jesus including Jews and
people from many nations, are
the first to be called:
“Christian” (Acts 11:26). The
intriguing thing about this
community of Christians at
Antioch, is that not only were
the members learning to love
and serve and live together in
all of their cultural and ethnic
diversity, the senior leadership
of the community was ethnically and culturally diverse.
They consisted of Paul – from
Asia Minor, Barnabas – from
Cyprus, Simeon – a black man
from the sub-saharan African
country of Niger, Lucius –
from the North African city of
Cyrene, and Manaen – from
Judea.

God has always been calling
on all peoples to respect and
honour one another.
I invite us all, as we are able,
to take time to participate in
the variety of events celebrating Black History Month on
offer here in Ottawa. Check
out
www.blackhistoryottawa.org
for a comprehensive list of
events and activities.
Peace and Blessings
Anthony

Note also Revelation 7:9-10
After this I looked, and
there before me was a great
multitude that no one could
count, from every nation,
tribe, people and language,
standing before the throne and
before the Lamb. They were
wearing white robes and were
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LECTIONARY
February 7 – Transfiguration Sunday

Romans 10:8b–13
Declare with your mouth; believe with
your heart.

Exodus 34:29–35
Moses is radiant as he comes down
the mountain.

Luke 4:1–13
Jesus is tested in the desert.

Psalm 99 (VU p. 819)
God rules and delights in justice.

February 21 – Lent 2

2 Corinthians 3:12—4:2
We are bold in our hope.

Genesis 15:1–12, 17–18
God seals the covenant with Abram
and Sarai.

Luke 9:28–36, (37–43)
Jesus is transfigured upon the mountain.

Psalm 27 (VU pp. 753–755)
God is my light and my salvation.

February 10 – Ash Wednesday

Philippians 3:17—4:1
My dear friends, my joy, my crown,
hold firm in God.

Joel 2:1–2, 12–17
The Day of God is coming.

Luke 13:31–35
Jesus cries over Jerusalem as a hen
over her chicks.

or Isaiah 58:1–12
A fast that pleases God.

February 28 – Lent 3

Psalm 51:1–17
Create in me a new heart, O God.

Isaiah 55:1–9
Come, buy wine and milk without
money!

2 Corinthians 5:20b—6:10
Be reconciled to God.

Psalm 63:1–8 (VU p. 781)
I long for you, O God.

Matthew 6:1–6, 16–21
Concerning almsgiving and fasting.
February 14 – Lent 1

1 Corinthians 10:1–13
God will not let you be tested beyond
your strength.

Deuteronomy 26:1–11
My father was a wandering Aramean.

Luke 13:1–9
The parable of the barren fig tree.

Psalm 91:1–2, 9–16 (VU pp. 807–
809)
I will raise you up on eagle’s wings.
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BADGLEY, Kathleen
"Kay" (nee Craig)

IFTC UPDATE

Life Member of Parkdale
United Church
Peacefully on Wednesday,
January 13, 2016 in her 95th
year. Predeceased by her beloved husband Walter and her
daughter Brenda Prefontaine.
Loving mother of Robert
"Bob" (Phyllis) and Craig
(Monique). Proud grandmother of Paula (Bahram), Cheryl
(Curtis), Carrie (Ryan), Matthew and Lisa (Peter) and
great-grandmother of Hugo,
Roman, Declan, Adriana,
Carter and Dante.

Number of guests recently served

November 14
21
28
December 5
12
19
January
9
16
23
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115
116
113
114
120
144
111
120

NEWS FROM THE PEWS

Birthdays in

February

Our warmest greetings to:
Feb 1
Feb 1
Feb 2
Feb 2
Feb 3
Feb 4
Feb 4
Feb 7
Feb 7
Feb 8
Feb 8
Feb 9
Feb 9
Feb 12
Feb 13
Feb 14
Feb 17
Feb 17
Feb 20
Feb 23
Feb 23
Feb 23
Feb 24
Feb 28
Feb 29

Lexy Fincham-Dinsdale
Winston Koch
Richard Yearwood
Aaron Barbour
Jordyn Yeck
Scott Andrews
Hugh Nelson
Elise Mennie
Hannah Crabtree
Glen Drodge
Jordan O'Neil
Angela Linton
Martha Radstake
Cordel Epale
Molly Praamsma
Scott Taylor
Anna Méla
Gabriella Hilkes
Wendy Martin
Carolynn Halkett
Keenan Nasrallah
Tyson Valcin
Esther Herrmosa
Valdengrave Okumu
Lu, Laura

If you would like your birthday to be
a secret, please let the office know
and we will leave you off the list.
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FOOD CENTRE SUNDAY
The first Sunday of each month is Food Centre Sunday. Donations can be dropped off in the shopping cart in
the Gladstone Hallway. Financial donations may be made
through the offering. Please mark your donation “Parkdale
Food Centre.”
We have had several donations of laundry detergent and dish
soap and are collecting more Ensure and Boost bottles. We
are very short of clear drink bottles (small size) used to bottle salad oil for our neighbours. If you can help that would
be great.
We continue to collect milk bags for the school program we
support and we use lots of egg cartons each week (dozen size
only). Non-perishable items, pasta, sauce, toothbrushes, cereal, biscuits, and rice are also needed. Laundry detergent
and dish soap, too.
Thanks,
Dian
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International Christmas
We (Theo and Ed) are delighted to share with fellow Parkdalers
how much we enjoyed receiving guests from the US, Canada,
Egypt, Switzerland and Romania. We missed two guests from
Burkina Faso owing to the flu. Conversation was lively, varied,
and interesting, and the food was a multi-cultural feast. Contacts were made for the future through emails and Facebook. By all accounts, a good time was had and appreciated by
all. We were encouraged that guests wished to continue the
tradition and will be discussing ideas with them, the universities
and the Parkdale ministry team.
In the meantime, if any Parkdalers wish to invite one or two international students to their homes, at Easter or Thanksgiving,
Ottawa University has a website for hosts to sign up. Please
contact Theo for details.
Theodora Newton and Ed Ellis
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PARKDALE BOOK CLUB
Feb 21 – Opening Heaven’s Doors: What the Dying May Be Trying to
Tell Us About Where They’re Going by Patr icia Pear son
“This rare, remarkable book brings journalistic rigour to an impossible question.” Tom Jokinen, Globe and Mail.
March 20 – The White Guard by Mikhail Bulgakov
“The White Guard, Mikhail Bulgakov’s semi-autobiographical first novel...confronts the reader with the bewildering cruelty that ripped Russian life
apart at the beginning of the last century, as well as the extraordinary ways in
which [one family], the Turbins, preserved their humanity.” Yale Press.
April 17 – Motorcycles and Sweetgrass by Dr ew Haydon Taylor
“Otter Lake is a sleepy Anishnawbe community where little happens. Until the
day a handsome stranger pulls up astride a 1953 Indian Chief motorcycle – and
turns Otter Lake completely upside down.” Taylor’s website.
May 15 – Nocturne: On the Life and Death of my Brother
by Helen Humphreys
Canadian author Helen Humphreys’ memoir of her brother’s death from cancer
is at times endearing, heartbreaking, and joyously funny.
If you have any questions please email either Marlene MacLean
<marlenemaclean@gmail.com> or Heather Brophy
<h.brophy@sympatico.ca>

All Welcome!
Meet in the Ladies Parlor after church on book club days.
Bring a lunch.
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Turning Points
by
Faye Posmituk
Below are forms of media which I have found enlightening,
practical and informative.

Websites, Live Streams and Apps
I Am Second
Founded by Norm Miller, CEO and Chairman of Interstate Battery System of America, this site features video testimonies of
professional sports players, celebrities and even NASCAR drivers whose lives have been impacted by Jesus. The testimonies are eye-opening, bravely honest and courageous. Some
participants were on precarious collision courses until the Holy
Spirit spoke to them about Jesus. Seated on a white chair in a
black studio, the camera highlights the face of the participant
as each reveals his or her pain, torment, triumph and joy.
You can search by Film, Topics or Life Questions. Tags show
the categories covered in the monologues, permitting you to
search by your particular concern, need or interest. The Life
Questions cover such things as “Where does church fit in all
this”? or “Why does God allow bad things to happen at all”?
Several approaches are taken in the answers.

There is a Facebook site, a Twitter Account, a YouTube channel and you can buy items in the Store. There are several I
AM Second 5 and 10 k runs in American cities or you can participate in a Virtual Run right here. There is also a Blog which
has relevant articles such as “Why You need to do more than
just pray about your problems” or “What does it mean to have
Character”? You can buy the book on Amazon or through
IBooks.
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Under Connect / Live Second, you will find a comprehensive
plethora of downloadable discussion guides, prayer journals
and worksheets which form the basis for I Am Second individual or group studies. Coming second to Jesus by putting Him
first is paramount. The discussion guides are amazing. I particularly like the one on interpreting The Lord’s Prayer, explained by a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary, Doug Bender. You can also watch his video explanation at http://
www.iamsecond.com/faith-questions/. He was co-author of
the I Am Second book mentioned above.
There is a Canadian Facebook group and a new site in Montréal at http://www.jesuisdeuxieme.com. There is interest in
creating a group here in Ottawa. The contact person is Jeremy Doorten. Please contact me should you wish more info
and I will pass along what I know thus far.

trypraying
Designed for people who “don’t do” church but who are open
about God and Jesus. The U.K. based, user-friendly website
has a wide variety of discussion points and useful insights.
Explanations concerning how and why to pray are forthright
and frank. Sample prayers, written in contemporary terms,
are integrated into the discussion areas. One can also download a free booklet which you can use in conjunction with your
listening experience.
There is a link to There is Hope, a sister website. This has Stories, Inspiration for History and a PowerPoint which explains
the purpose of try praying. It is not extensive.
The trypraying app is categorized by Read, Watch, Think,
Pray. Testimonials from people who have been touched by
God in various ways are in video format. This is an easy to
navigate, uncluttered app with no bugs or glitches, available
for IPhone and IPad, Android and Windows devices. Organized over a week, each session can be completed efficiently
and effectively. You cannot advance beyond two days at a
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time, as the intent is for you to absorb what you have studied
before going on.

CHRI Radio
With a studio in Ottawa South and a tower in Greely, this station is found at 99.1 MHz. In addition to Ottawa, it services
Pembroke and Cornwall. You can stream it online, listen in
your car and, yes, there is an app. You can check for Events
in the online version or scan the Calendar to find a variety of
activities taking place in the area. There are also Contests in
which you may participate. Handy if you bookmark it.
The app is available for IPhone and Android. There are no
glitches - it works seamlessly. The app has a link to a daily
Bible verse, so you can start your day with inspiration.

Way Fm Radio
The Christian Contemporary Format features current music.
This radio station streams online. Just search Way FM Radio.
Wikipedia will show you the stations you can listen to in your
car if you travel to the United States. You may wish to bookmark it on your laptop or desktop.
The app is available for IPhone, IPad and Android. In the navigation menu, choose “Other” as your location here in Canada.
If you are in the United States, choose the appropriate station.

So nice to have uplifting, thoughtful music and positive,
encouraging news items to listen to in both these stations.
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Imani Choir
Speaking of music, I would be remiss if I did not mention the
Imani Choir’s performance here at Parkdale on January 17th,
in celebration of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Led by Marcia Bailey, the choir lost no time rousing our
congregation in song. People were animated by the powerful
selections which included “Standing in the Need of a Blessing”,
“When I Get There”, “Imagine Me”, “We’ve Come This Far By
Faith”,and “Brighter Day”. I loved “Souled Out” and laughed
with delight as some of the youngsters returning from Sunday
School launched spontaneously into dancing.
An amazing and memorable selection of music sung by dynamic and talented young people. Richard Yearwood as the
“voice” of Dr. King, Jr., reminded us of non-violent intentions
and standing up for Justice for the persecuted.
Thank you to all who organized this very special event again
this January. Culminating in “We Shall Overcome”, Parkdale
once again shown it’s belief in inclusion and diversity.
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TOWARDS RIGHT RELATIONS WITH INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES
lum in each province and territory. Kairos believes that this
is crucial – without a shared
understanding of how our collective past brought us to
where we are today, we will
not be able to walk together
into a better future. As the
campaign progresses,
KAIROS will focus on additional Calls to Action of the
TRC.

Winds of Change Education Campaign

In the words of Justice Murray
Sinclair: “Education is what
got us here and education is
what will get us out. Education is the cornerstone for
change”.
Kairos, the Canadian interchurch organisation for justice, is asking us to take action
in support of education for
reconciliation, the Call to Action # 62 of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
(TRC). If you’re not familiar
with Kairos, you should know
that it unites 11 churches and
religious organisations, including our own United
Church of Canada, in a faithful ecumenical response to the
call to “do justice, and to love
kindness, and to walk humbly
with your God” (Micah 6:8).

KAIROS is circulating a petition in each province and territory calling for the provincial/
territorial government to implement Call to Action #62.
Because the petitions will be
officially presented to legislative assemblies, they must be
signed on paper, not online.
Here is the wording of the Ontario petition:
WHEREAS for six years the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC) listened to thousands of former students of residential schools and
their families testify to the devastating legacy of this national policy of assimilation;

The TRC’s Call to Action #62
calls for the residential school
legacy, the treaties and past
and present Indigenous contributions to this country to be a
mandatory part of the curricu-

WHEREAS the TRC calls upon
“the federal, provincial and terri-
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torial governments, in consultation and collaboration with Survivors, Aboriginal peoples, and
educators to make ageappropriate curriculum on residential schools, Treaties, and
Aboriginal peoples’ historical and
contemporary contributions to
Canada a mandatory education
requirement for Kindergarten to
Grade Twelve students and;
WHEREAS on July 15, 2015,
Canada’s premiers indicated
their support for all 94 Truth and
Reconciliation Commission Calls
to Action and said they would act
on them in their own provinces
and territories;
WE, the undersigned petition
the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario as follows:
That the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario urge the Government of Ontario to fully implement such a curriculum for
kindergarten through Grade
12.

Visit the Winds of Change
website to find out what you
can do, such as:
Printing out the petition
for your province, collecting signatures from
friends and colleagues
and returning it to
KAIROS by March
15, 2016
Reading the report card
KAIROS developed to
see how close each
province and territory
is to making the recommended curriculum
change and what still
needs to be done
Sending an electronic letter to your MPP/MNA
Hosting an educational
workshop or event
Meeting with your provincial representative and
education authorities
Participating in a Mass
Blanket Exercise that
will be held across the
country in June 2016.
http://www.kairoscanada.org/
what-we-do/indigenousrights/windsofchange21 overview

“Images and Stories presents...”

Journey to New Zealand
Friday, February 26th, 2016
7 p.m. in the Ladies’ Parlour

Journey with Vita as she travels about 7000 km in a rented car, camping for 35
days and discovering beautiful lakes, water falls, volcanic craters and valleys,
magnificent fjords, and many other experiences which enriched her life. "
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PARKDALE BOOK CLUB
Feb 21 – Opening Heaven’s Doors: What the Dying May Be Trying to
Tell Us About Where They’re Going by Patr icia Pear son
“This rare, remarkable book brings journalistic rigour to an impossible question.” Tom Jokinen, Globe and Mail.
March 20 – The White Guard by Mikhail Bulgakov
“The White Guard, Mikhail Bulgakov’s semi-autobiographical first novel...confronts the reader with the bewildering cruelty that ripped Russian life
apart at the beginning of the last century, as well as the extraordinary ways in
which [one family], the Turbins, preserved their humanity.” Yale Press.
April 17 – Motorcycles and Sweetgrass by Dr ew Haydon Taylor
“Otter Lake is a sleepy Anishnawbe community where little happens. Until the
day a handsome stranger pulls up astride a 1953 Indian Chief motorcycle – and
turns Otter Lake completely upside down.” Taylor’s website.
May 15 – Nocturne: On the Life and Death of my Brother
by Helen Humphreys
Canadian author Helen Humphreys’ memoir of her brother’s death from cancer
is at times endearing, heartbreaking, and joyously funny.
If you have any questions please email either Marlene MacLean
<marlenemaclean@gmail.com> or Heather Brophy
<h.brophy@sympatico.ca>

All Welcome!
Meet in the Ladies Parlor after church on book club days.
Bring a lunch.
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tri:ll:ogy

ered from the fate he deserved
(death) - expressed in his song in
Jonah 2 - which is then ironically
reversed in his indignation at
God’s mercy towards the Ninevites. Each poem also expresses
my own engagement with these
stories, both in the sparking of
my imagination in moments of
wonder, and in the ongoing
working out of the life of faith
“from the cradle to the grave”.

These three pieces were written
over a 3-4 week period around
the Christmas season of 20152016. I was kindly invited to
share the first one, “not to miss”
at Parkdale on the Sunday after
Christmas, as part of a service of
lessons and carols. A couple of
people who heard it that day suggested I submit it to The Messenger for inclusion in the next edition, which I took steps to do.
However, I began to see it as the
first movement of a larger work,
which is now offered here for
your consideration.

Perhaps the title deserves a word
of explanation... The piece in its
totality is of course a “trilogy” in
the normal sense; but the play on
the idea of a “trill” (the embellishment of a melody in music) with echoes of the idea of “thrill”
- was somewhat irresistible. The
quirky use of colons to break up
the word is primarily suggested
by the musical “repeat” symbol
(2 dots placed before, or in certain circumstances after) a double bar line; so :ll or ll:). So the
placement of the colons might
suggest something like “looking
back and looking ahead”. The
idea of “looking” is also evoked
in the linguistic symbols themselves, which suggest eyes looking at a mirror, or through a window. (I also use a pair of colons
to suggest a “repeat” in the last
line of “nativity”.)

I trust that you will take as much
pleasure in the reading as I had
in the writing of these poems. In
each one, themes from the feasts
of Christmas or Epiphany are
linked to other moments in the
biblical narrative: respectively,
the Easter story (specifically, the
appearance of angels in Gethsemane and at the Resurrection);
the witness and martyrdom of
Stephen; and the story of Jonah which connects to Epiphany
through the theme of the Good
News being proclaimed to the
Gentiles (specifically, those in the
East!). The other common thread
in the pieces is that of wonder: at
moments not to miss; in the vision
of the crucified and risen Lord
that captured Stephen’s imagination in both life and death; and
Jonah’s “wonder” at being deliv-
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not to miss
how could I sleep in heavenly peace, or rest exhausted eyes,
when the wonder of your Presence filled those wintry eastern skies
with angels, who - let’s face it - dwell in endless paradise?
this was a moment not to miss!
none higher than the glory of the One who with us dwells,
none sweeter than the sound of that dear name, Emmanuel;
the fairest of ten thousand, theme of wild and countless bells:
we search the years for Love like this!
and one of those same angels (so it’s said, at least somewhere)
appeared again - to wonder, and to strengthen and to care when, on a raw spring evening, Love played out its greatest dare,
betrayed by hist’ry’s falsest kiss!
no peace it was, nor calm in storm, weighed weary eyelids down
but grief, and utter brokenness of what they thought they’d found:
a kingdom great in earthly sight, announced with trumpet sound that’s not where life’s real treasure is!
from the cradle, or a manger(!), to the grave (for lucky ones)
the unexpected gifts are those that leave us most undone:
the first sight of a baby’s face, first snow in morning sun,
the warmth of length’ning days, releasing frozen streams to run
the myriad tones of lovers’ laughter’s lilt to mercy’s tune;
the way my grandma’s veggie soup lay steaming in the spoon;
and, for us northern sojourners, the lonely diving loon
whose call’s best heard at midnight, underneath a harvest moon...
I want to live awake to heaven’s Dawn’s surprise advent;
I want to hear each herald-song the Light has ever sent;
like angels, coming low when the dark world’s at its most bent,
make out the Master in the mist
the Mary’s and the angels; those who shepherd sheep or souls:
the buried trove they stumbled on turns rusty lives to gold
in letting go and laying down - our empty hands [un]fold we find true joy and rest and Peace;
caught up in grace we can’t resist,
life full of moments not to miss!
jono hamer-wilson © 2015 mount_hermon_music@ncf.ca All rights reserved. Used by permission.
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Nativity

all the mercy ever-pouring
from the clouds of heaven’s storing.

what is being born in me?
an awestruck teachability:
love’s rebel in held territory, immersed in light we cannot see.

after all this time, the danger
lurking in my fear-stoked anger
would (you’d think!) be clear;
but pain’s the
ever-numbing rearranger

still! all these strivings,
well-intentioned
(sometimes, p’rhaps?):
so one-dimensioned,
thin and poor, my puerile penchant for what can be grasped and
measured...

of our conscience’s weak compass; scan misreading where the
lump is
prone to see ourselves as judges;
stones cast at macular smudges
(how we need the great Physician: healer of our tumoured vision
kind yet forceful obstetrician
of a world-transforming mission!)

that’s the point! that’s every instant: diamond dust, which grace
insistent
floods into my widening cistern,
bitter pool of pilgrim wisdom
waiting for the sweet’ning timber
of the tree our tongues re-member
every time we gather, rendered
holy by a Love so tender.

let me rather be the one
who stands with eyes fixed on the
throne
tethered by a cord more strong
than clove the Lord to Mary’s
womb

just like Mary’s womb, her heart
became a fertile bed, a starting place for meditation’s art;
conceiving life, we play our part

no more dazed by silhouettes,
my gaze - redeemed by yours forgets
the shadowed graves of chiselled
texts,
amazed to brea:the: Love Joy
begets!

as, in the arms of heaven’s Dancer, shunning lies disguised as answer
clay is shaped, and all our plans
are woven, waltzing wide as
hands are
pierced or bound, or clasped
imploring,
pleading with hard hearts ignoring

... completed (more or less!) on the Feast of
St Stephen, 2015
jono hamer-wilson © 2015
mount_hermon_music@ncf.ca All rights
reserved. Used by permission.
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Epiphany

would burst upon me (comatose);
astonishingly vast, yet those
who know you say you’re more
than
close:
a garden and a temple;

false and foolish I have strayed,
by fear and sorrow much waylaid;
but as the shadows ‘round me
fade,
the evening star is rising

an outpost, yet a home of sorts,
upending all my earth-bound
thoughts.
I disembark at foreign ports;
no truth but what I went
through

O hidden sun, my life and Light:
as ever, breathtaking the sight
of russet gold defining night
at sharply marked horizon
these fallow fields and frozen
folds
no sign betray of what spring
holds;
a settled [un]belief that cold’s
the world we’re meant to live
in

my ever-thankful tongue declares;
I scorn the ridicule and stares
of those who mask their harsh
despairs
with hate or cool derision

so silently encroaches that like ice reducing dance to flat
on sparkling lake - my habitat,
so grey and unforgiving

I dance in these besetting flames;
my lost voice, now redeemed,
proclaims
the mercy and the mirrored
names
of every heart’s true Vision
the world-ending collision
of grace sinking confusion

is sealed and shuttered, sheltering
a faithless shell (no bell to ring),
enwrapped in weeds, no song to
sing,
till love’s surprising rescue.
who would have thought life
might
be found
where hope is dead and hearts are
bound?

January 2016
jono hamer-wilson © 2016
mount_hermon_music@ncf.ca All rights
reserved. Used by permission.

where umbrage thrives and deeps
surround,
no prophet would have
guessed
you
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WHY ARE YOU ASKING ?

Pamby : There, just as I have
been saying; you have just
asked me two questions without even giving me time to
answer the first one.

Namby: How are you this
morning, Pamby?
Pamby: What’s this all about?
You start asking me questions
even before you tell me Good
morning.

Namby: Well, you are lucky
that I didn’t throw you a
bomb similar to the one which
a friend of mine dropped on
me recently.

Namby: So, must I tell you
Good morning before asking
you anything?

Pamby: What was that one?
Namby: See? Now, it’s you
asking the questions, aren’t
you?

Pamby: I’m not saying that;
I’m a believer in freedom of
speech, but it would be nice to
be greeted appropriately before
being made to feel that I was
under cross-examination.

Pamby: Yes, now we both
know what it feels like. Anyhow, what was the question?

Namby: Wow!! Talk about
making a fuss over nothing!
You have certainly joined the
experts.

Namby: I hadn’t seen her for
six months ;then, she barely
said “hello “ to me before asking “ Is it well with your
soul?”

Pamby: Expert or not, with
all the questions I have been
asked recently, I’m beginning
to feel like a target which my
friends are using for shooting
practise.

Pamby: Oh, so she was one of
those “earnest “ people who
can’t wait to find out whether
you have booked your ticket to
heaven or the other place, eh?
What was your answer?

Namby: Why are you getting
so stressed about it?Don’t you
feel respected when people ask
you your opinion about things?

Namby: I told her that I had
never seen my soul, so I
couldn’t say how it looked or
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was feeling.

Namby: Ok, let’s leave out the
joking for a minute; I had my
question “ Is it well with your
soul?”And we both had the
other question ,”Are you
saved?’

Pamby: And what did she say
to your attempt to be smart ?
Namby: She said that I was
an intelligent person who
should know better than to be
making fun of the most important question that anyone
could ask me.

Pamby: So , did you ever get
around to answering about the
health or condition of your
soul?

Pamby: How did you reply to
that?

Namby: Well, I asked her a
question. I said, “ What is it
that you are calling my soul?’

Namby: I said that I told her
the truth,that really, I had never seen my soul and didn’t
know how it looked or was
feeling; then she said, “Ok, let
me ask you the same question
in this way “ Are you saved?”

Pamby: And what was her
answer?

Namby: All she could say was
this. “It is the part which Jesus
meant when he asked the
question “ What does it profit
a person to gain the world and
lose his soul?”

Pamby: That’s exactly the
question one of my friends
asked me yesterday, just like
that, out of the blue, --caught
me with my socks down.

Pamby: But that still didn’t tell
you what the soul was, did it?

Namby: Well, I’m glad that ,
apart from that, you were looking decent.

Namby: No, not at all ! So I
asked her to explain again.
Pamby: And did she?

Pamby: Now, it’s you making
fun again about something
which my friend considered
very serious.

Namby: Well, she brought in
the Bible again and said that it
was the same part which Mary
mentioned to show how happy
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she was to know that she
would give birth to a baby
boy.

to burn forever.
Pamby: I’m not getting it.
How can something so important be a part of each of us
and neither you nor I nor your
friend can describe it and yet,
we’re going to be in trouble
forever if we don’t take good
care of it?

Pamby: Oh, I remember the
song well. It begins with “ My
soul magnifies the Lord and
my spirit rejoices in God my
saviour”. So what is it that a
person may lose and what is it
which a person may use to rejoice?

Namby: Seems that we’ve really got to try to see what
Mary meant when she talked
about her soul rejoicing and
Jesus talked about losing your
soul. And do you think that
they are connected in any way
to being saved?

Namby: Perhaps it’s something that is there even though
we can’t see it and touch it.
Pamby : There , where? What
is the something? Is it inside of
you or me like the brain, the
heart,
kidneys or liver?

Pamby: I don’t know . We
can try to find out except that
it seems scary and important at
the same time.

Namby: Well, it doesn’t seem
to be like any of them . We can
take Xrays of them and see
them , although I have never
seen mine.

Namby: Yes. All I will say
right now is that, from the little that I have read about the
fellow Jesus, I don’t think that
he wanted people to be scared
about anything.

Pamby: So then, you don’t
think that it is flesh, bone or
blood or anything that makes
up our body ?

Copyright @ John Harewood

Namby: No, but my friend
thinks that it’s in us anyhow
and we’ve got to look after it
and if we don’t , we’re going
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RECIPE

Broccoli Casserole
1 pound fresh broccoli ( or frozen )
1 can cream of mushroom soup
2 tbsp. mayonnaise
1|2 cup shredded mild cheese
1|4 cup dry bread crumbs
2 tbsp. melted butter
1|4 cup parmesan cheese




Cook broccoli for 8 mins.
Put broccoli in casserole. Combine soup, mayo and cheese and pour over
broccoli.
Mix crumbs, parmesan cheese and melted butter and spread on top. Bake
uncovered at 350 degrees for 40 mins.

This is a recipe from a very special Aunt of mine. She passed away last year
at age of 96 years. Our farms were across from each other.
Everyone in our family enjoys it and it is a must at family dinners on special
occasions.
Marion Baird
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WELCOME TO PARKDALE UNITED CHURCH

We enjoy meeting you and being together in ministry. Parkdale’s
congregation responds to God’s call and Jesus’ teachings by:

Uniting in joyful worship as
an act of praise and gratitude, for inspiration and
guidance
Providing learning opportunities for the Christian way
of life and enhancing Biblical
literacy

Supporting each other through pastoral care and concern
Reaching out to people in need
Promoting justice
Praying for guidance, wisdom, and support.
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